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Cameron Bagrie
Bagrie Economics
(and former ANZ Chief Economist)

‘L

Let’s be
careful
out there!

et’s be careful out there’ was the
catchphrase for Hill Street Blues.
Those who have been around a
bit will remember the show. It’s
probably an appropriate tag line for
investing at the moment. Investing
is getting tougher. Investors should always do their
research. It’s even more imperative now.
The US Federal Reserve (Fed) is lifting interest
rates. Global debt statistics are getting more
attention; global debt has hit 225% of GDP.
Emerging market economies in areas such as South
America that have borrowed heavily are under
the spotlight. Some have had to lift interest rates
significantly to defend their currencies against US
strength. Argentina has gone to the International
Monetary Fund for help. Rising interest rates and
a lot of debt is a bad combination.

We spoke to one of the most highly
regarded Kiwi economists, former chief
economist for ANZ and owner of Bagrie
Economics, Cameron Bagrie, on how he
sees the next 12 to 18 months playing out
offshore and in Godzone.

Valuations are lofty. Statistically the global
economy is due some sort of downturn, if the
historical 10-year pattern is any guide. The
protectionist breeze is blowing stronger, which is
not good for trading nations such as New Zealand,
oil prices have crept up (there is both good and
bad in that), populism is driving policy in the
likes of Italy which is of concern for Europe, and
geopolitical spats are rife.
It’s far from one-way traffic, however. The Fed
is lifting interest rates for good reasons; growth
in the world’s largest economy is robust and
unemployment has fallen to 3.9%. The Fed may
be hiking but other power-broker central banks
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such as the Bank of Japan and European Central
Bank are not. Corporate earnings around the
globe are good.
We want interest rates to move up from levels
seen after the global financial crisis, with
rates still negative in some parts of the globe.
Extraordinarily low and negative rates in some
countries is not a sign of economic health. Of
course, we don’t want interest rates to move too
far such that it derails the global expansion. That’s
a tough balancing act to strike.
New Zealand is not immune to global forces.
Valuations are stretched across many asset classes
and credit is harder to come by.
Locally, investors are facing other challenges as
well.
The housing market is facing huge changes.
Affordability is becoming more of an economic and
social issue which takes it into the political arena.
The ability of investors to offset property losses
against other income is being removed. A capital
gains tax is around the corner. The bright-line test
has gone from two to five years. Landlords are
facing additional costs as requirements to provide
healthier homes increase. Foreign buyers are less
welcome.
The dairy sector is being hit with pending
environmental taxes (water, nitrogen, carbon);
shifts in freshwater regulations and mycoplasma
bovis. We are at “peak cow”. But it’s not all bad.

The commercial property sector is not immune
but at least it’s not getting the same degree of
policy-maker attention. It’s somewhat outside
the political sensitivities of affordability and
the environment (though not completely so in
regard to making buildings more environmentally
friendly).
Vacancy rates are low across the commercial
sector, particularly in Auckland. The New Zealand
economy is still performing solidly, despite low
levels of business confidence, and economic
growth is a key driver of the commercial property
sector. The Reserve Bank and Treasury are both
expecting the New Zealand economy to perform
solidly over the coming years amidst the obvious
global risks.
Capacity constraints are constraining the
construction sector which makes life favourable for
the existing stock of assets.
One of the world’s leading investment firms
(Blackstone) just signed to buy $635 million of
assets in Auckland. That’s a huge shot in the
arm for investor confidence and New Zealand’s
economic story.
Our own central bank does not expect to lift
interest rates until late 2019 or 2020.
We are however, what economists term ‘late
cycle’. It always pays to be vigilant - more so ‘late
cycle.’ Seek diversification.
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“New Zealand is not
immune to global forces.
Valuations are stretched
across many asset classes
and credit is harder to
come by.”

EDITORIAL

Commercial Property is boxing along
but is a knock-out punch coming?

Connal Townsend, CEO of the NZ Property Council shares the key, current
trends in the commercial property industry, and what might be just around
the corner.

I

t’s sometimes said that the property sector
in New Zealand is a cyclical industry –
traditionally a seven-year cycle of growth
followed by a downturn.

However, considering that the last such
downturn was the Global Financial Crisis of 2008,
it seems New Zealand is now 10 years into this
current ‘seven-year cycle’. Naturally, this has many
inside and outside the industry asking whether we
are overdue for a sharp and nasty crash?

Connal Townsend
CEO, NZ Property Council

Connal Townsend, CEO of the NZ Property Council,
doesn’t think so. In his view, there is not the
slightest evidence suggesting that such a downturn
is coming.
“We know from recent research we’ve done, that
the commercial property sector is now the single
largest industry in the country, even larger than
manufacturing, agriculture and health,” he says.
“The property industry made a direct contribution
to GDP of $29.8 billion or 13 per cent of total GDP
in the 2007-2016 period. It also grew by $11.7
billion over that time, accounting for 16 per cent
of the growth of the GDP over that period, more
than double the growth of any other industry.
“Even we were surprised when we scoped it out
and learned how it all stacks up,” he says.

Seismic Issues
While commercial property investments are
generally doing well, Connal says there are
quite strong variations between Wellington and
Auckland in relation to earthquake issues.
“Christchurch is excluded from this measure for
now because of the 2011 events, but in Wellington
especially there is anxiety about seismic ratings,
and a misunderstanding of what that means in
regard to affected buildings,” he says.
“While there is certainly good stock in Wellington,
there are basic concerns about whether it is
all safe. We’re having to build up a whole new
performance profile for them over the coming
years.”
Sustainability
The NZ Green Building Council’s Greenstar rating is
becoming the norm for new office builds.
“At the minimum, new builds are receiving 4-star
ratings, and many are achieving 5-stars. This shows
that good sustainability elements are not just
becoming a trend – they are becoming the norm.”
Related to this is the growing prevalence of
automatic office management technology; eg.
controlling a property’s air-conditioning via a
smartphone.

In Connal’s words, the commercial property
“Real technological smarts that can achieve these
market continues to “box along”, with investment kinds of things are only just starting to appear
remaining strong given the number.
in new local builds. New Zealand may be way
behind global trends in this regard but again, it’s
“In terms of the index that we’ve managed for the becoming the way of the world.
last few decades, we know that current results
are still trending around the long-term average for Reinventing Retail
composite returns. This is a clear indication that
Meanwhile, Connal says while retail has not
the industry is tracking well for the future.”
performed as well in the last quarter, it is still
growing solidly – with many reasons to be positive.
However, Connal says there are still subtle trends
to consider:
“There has been a great deal of concern out there
about the perceived end of the retail shopping
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centre, with doom-sayers expecting the Internet
and mobile shopping to bring an end to bricksand-mortar retail. What we’ve actually seen is
big successful shopping centres continuing to be
as big and successful as they always were, if not
more so.

“What we’ve
actually seen is big
successful shopping
centres continuing
to be as big and
successful as they
always were, if not
more so.”

Large shopping centres that are successful are
reinventing themselves and creating ‘destination
experiences’, essentially providing a boutique
shopping experience that defies their largescale format. Shopping becomes an experiential
thing – with movies and restaurants alongside
traditional stores – which is created by the
shopping centre environment.”
Connal also notes the trend of retailers utilising
smart technologies to build customer loyalty and
create meaningful interaction.
“The Internet of Things is slowly permeating
traditional retail culture in New Zealand. The
future looks positive, but retailers will have to
be fleet of foot to deal with the changes that are
going to keep coming.”
Industrial Strength
Finally, Connal points to the industrial sector
as being a beacon for other sectors – especially
retail – to look to for an example of reinvention.

(PHOTO)

“The industrial sector has really come into its
own in recent times and is reinventing itself for
the modern economy. Industrial properties are
well placed to act as ‘logistics hubs’ that provide
assets for servicing online shopping.”
“Auckland is a great example of a city that is
starting to get it right by developing ‘nodes’ of
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industrial businesses. Some might call this urban
sprawl, but really, it’s vital urban development.”
Connal says the Property Council is currently
advocating for more property to be made
available for industrial building and believes
there is now genuine commitment to making
sure there is adequate land for industrial
property in the future.
“If you’re a substantial commercial developer
and you don’t have any industrial property in
your portfolio, you need your head read. It’s a
reliable, well performing sector that underpins
the economy,” he says.
While he remains positive about the future of
investment in commercial property, Townsend
acknowledges there is still work to be done if
the current 10-year positive ‘cycle’ is going to
continue.
“In terms of developing commercial property
assets in big cities, dealing with the Resource
Management Act (RMA) is of fundamental
importance. We need to be clear on exactly
where we want urban development to occur,” he
says.
“As a nation, we massively under-invested in
local infrastructure for such a long time, and
we’re now reaping the consequences of that, so
we need to start to think about future-proofing
and not rule out options.”
In Connal’s view, by keeping focused on this
principle will mean the commercial property
industry won’t be going down for the count
anytime soon.

WHATEVER THE WEATHER

We’re prepared
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Scott McKenzie
CEO, PMG

Diversification and a conservative approach to debt are just two of the ways
PMG look to develop its portfolio to ensure it continues to perform well.
CEO, Scott McKenzie shares his thoughts

W

hatever the rhetoric of overseas economists and
media here and abroad, it’s important to keep in
mind that history shows only two out of ten global
economic forecasts, get it right.

There used to be a saying that ‘if the United States,
Europe or Britain sneeze, New Zealand’s economy gets the full-blown
flu.’ But leading up to and following the GFC in 2008, New Zealand’s
economy fared better than these western economic giants. I caution
this by saying New Zealand is certainly not ‘immune’ to global events
and there are signs of storm clouds gathering.
Looking at the map, the World Bank is still predicting 3.1% growth, the
Federal Reserve Bank is increasing interests this year on the back of
inflationary pressure and our own economy is forecast to grow over 3%
this year, with our lowest unemployment rates of 4.4% currently in play.
These indicators all point to a strong economic picture.
Yet there is still a lot of debt out there; global liabilities are high. In our
view, it’s really a case of being aware of, and prepared for, a scattered
economic pattern.
Here’s how PMG has set itself up to thrive whatever the weather:

Diversified

We’ve evolved our portfolios by merging many of our single syndicates
into funds and portfolios which are diversified by geography and by
sector, with multiple properties and multiple tenants in each, providing
greater diversification, lower risk, and improved liquidity.

Economies of scale

Our larger portfolios have given us greater economies of scale with
our supply agreements and bank funding facilities. We’re also able and
ready to acquire assets quickly when opportunities present themselves.

Nimble

Our fund structures provide greater autonomy to anticipate market
changes and proactively adapt and ensure we can take advantage of the
situation – see how we have evolved our properties recently with the
rise of technology impacting the retail sector.

Active managers

Our actions to date have preserved and grown value for investors as the
world changes and as all strong fund managers should, we undertake
BAU (business as usual) hedging activity around interest rates – we’re
never idle.

Business as usual

At PMG we’re invested alongside our investors – we have skin in the
game too. As investors, we would far rather be in a fund structure
with conservative gearing across multiple properties and tenants,
than invested in a standalone property with a single tenant and a high
borrowing ratio.

“At PMG we’re invested alongside our investors
- we have skin in the game too”
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Sarah Perriam of Radio Live chats with Scott McKenzie (CEO, PMG)

Investment
Off Farm
is essential for
succession planning

P

MG CEO, Scott McKenzie, was recently
interviewed by Sarah Perriam of
RadioLive’s Rural Exchange programme
(REX). From good Central Otago farming
stock herself, Sarah was interested in the
role diversifying investment off farm has
to play in succession planning (you can see the video
footage on our website, or read below for a synopsis of
what was discussed).
We’ve all heard about the farm sales that are
happening around New Zealand, often to foreign
buyers to the angst of the general public. Many can’t
understand why such treasured family farms are
being put on the market after two, sometimes three,
generations of being held in one family.
Quite simply the massive capital value increases
in these properties hasn’t translated to cash. Farmers
are sitting on properties worth millions of dollars, yet
over the past 10 years their net income may have been
moderate. This is a hard environment in which to save
enough of a retirement nest-egg from which to live on
indefinitely.

Sarah Ramsay
Consultant - Marketing
& Business Development, PMG
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F E AT U R E

Over the years many have also leveraged the farm
to invest in stock, plant and equipment. So handing
the farm onto the next generation and expecting it
to support a new family, support the parents into
retirement and service accumulated debt is nigh on
impossible.
Scott believes getting good independent financial
advice as early as possible on how to leverage the
farm value and direct any surplus income into off-farm
investments is essential. Having grown up as a farm
boy from Lawrence, South Otago himself, he’s seen first
hand the necessity to diversify income streams.
“My generation are the children of baby boomers.
Our parents went through the ‘87 sharemarket crash,
through the dairy boom, commodity booms and
busts, corporatisation, massive technology change and
intensification – this has all impacted on cash flows
significantly,” explains Scott.
“At the same time they’ve also seen massive
increases in the value of their farms – making the
proposition of selling up and securing a comfortable
retirement very attractive, and who could blame them!”
“For my generation, if the family farm is sold, it’s
almost impossible now to get back in. So we need to do
everything we can with the farms that we have left in
family ownership, to keep them there.”

A good case in point is Adrian Baker, a long time
investor with PMG and 2nd generation dairy and poultry
farmer.
“Since investing with PMG, I’ve got my life back and I
haven’t looked back,” explains Adrian, who now gets to
spend more time at his main passion – fishing!

How does this relate to commercial property, many
readers may now be asking? It’s simple, farmers have
always intrinsically understood land and buildings, being
major asset owners themselves. Therefore commercial
property is a simple first step outside of the farm.
Cameron Bagrie, former ANZ Chief Economist and
now Managing Director of Bagrie Economics agrees,
that commercial property makes sense, but for different
reasons. “The commercial property sector isn’t as
affected by the coming headwinds of regulation and
environmental issues, such as is affecting the residential
market, dairy industry and farming in general,” he
explains.
Also, investing into an unlisted property fund
structure means that you’re buying a share of several
properties – which removes the single asset risk, so
if something goes bang in the night or a tenant goes
bust – there are still several other unaffected properties
earning income. Plus, because it’s managed – you won’t
get a call in the middle of the night to deal with an issue.
Also by being a sole or syndicated investor it can be
hard to get your money out when you want it – as there
aren’t as many buyers, compared to a fund where you
may have hundreds or thousands.
Lastly and importantly, all income is distributed
monthly, bi-monthly or quarterly, meaning that farmers
can expect a regular and reliable income stream,
unaffected by seasonal fluctuations.
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RETURN OF COMMUNITY

By the end of 2017
there were estimated to
be one million people
around the world
working in co-working
spaces
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RETURN OF
COMMUNITY

The rise of the co-working space
Sarah Ramsay
Consultant - Marketing &
Business Development, PMG

O

nce viewed as a micro-trend,
co-working space is now an
established sector in the real
estate industry which doubled in
size last year 1. In Auckland alone,
the growth went from 1400
square metres of space in 2011 to 13 operators
running 13,800 square metres in 2016 and then
to 28,000 square metres of space by August
2017.
This sprouting of spaces is not confined to our
largest city. There are 40 co-working spaces
throughout New Zealand and research forecasts
this will grow by 20 percent this year2.
By the end of 2017 there were estimated to be
one million people around the world working in
co-working spaces. This once-considered microtrend is not going anywhere fast and is now
becoming a key part of the real estate strategy of
tenants, property owners and investors alike.
There are a huge number of contributing factors
in the rise of the co-working space.
•

•
•
•

•

The rise of Millennials entering the
workforce who want to work in a more
flexible and transient way but remain
connected to a meaningful community;
changes in the way people work thanks to
technology;
the large SME sector who don’t want
to commit to a ten-year lease with a
landlord;
the increasing number of those who work
in a freelance or contractor capacity which is expected to outnumber fixed
employees by 2020 in the US3
a desire for increased collaboration and
community-feel work environments.

Co-founder of Innov8HQ, a successful business
hub and collaborative work space in the heart
of Dunedin’s warehouse precinct, Heidi Renata,
believes the rise of co-working is due to the
fundamental loss of face to face conversation
which leads to a breakdown of community,

¹
²
³
⁴
⁵

thanks to technology.
“Where technology has connected us, it has
potential to divide us,” explains Heidi.
“The tech boom is transforming our daily lives,
being device-centric has meant we have also
had to adapt to how we communicate and
engage. The unintended consequence is reduced
time interacting face to face and increased
miscommunication via text/email. Our natural
social behaviours are diminished and business
conversation becomes human to machine to
human.
“At Innov8HQ we have deliberately developed
the space and layout to reflect marae protocol
and encourage the language of hospitality,
respect and creativity,” says Heidi.
While there’s power in connection and
collaboration, there’s also power in numbers.
Research by Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment has shown businesses with less
than six full time employees (FTEs) are 57% less
likely to succeed after five years.
“In a co-working environment you can tap into
the skills and knowledge around you and mimic
the scale of your business, without having the
immediate investment and commitment of
additional full time employees,” says Heidi.
There are other theories on co-working however.
Huffington Post recently quoted the 2020
Intuit report on the Future of Small Business.
The report said; ‘we imagine a world where
companies motivate and manage employees
who never set foot in their corporate office.’4
While flexible working, technology, and the
globalisation of workforces is behind this
philosophy, the rise of the co-working space
diametrically opposes this view. What’s not
debated is that technology, the human-need
to make connections, and flexible working are
changing the property needs of commercial
tenants.

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/property/news/article.cfm?c_id=8&objectid=11908937
http://www.colliers.co.nz/flexible%20space/#.WvDOgoiFPD4
https://tech.co/freelancers-dominate-workforce-2020-2016-01
http://http-download.intuit.com/http.intuit/CMO/intuit/futureofsmallbusiness/intuit_2020_report.pdf
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/info-services/business/business-growth-and-internationalisation/small-enterprise?searchterm=SME
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On a corporate scale, larger tenants are taking
the lead from co-working environments and
are reducing their floor spaces and the number
of desks and are offering hot desking to cater
for flexible workers or ‘Homers and Roamers’
as Heidi likes to call them, and emulating the
collaborative and interactive spaces provided by
co-working hubs.
This is also dictating the way office space is
designed and fitted out.
“Providing open plan areas in an office and
deliberately curating a place where people are
more likely to connect, talk and collaborate is key
to the new business office large or small,” says
Heidi.
“It’s the key reason we located the kitchen at
the front door of Innov8HQ. Immediately upon
arrival guests feel at ease, as if they are in a café,
and find it easier to strike a conversation,” she
says.
On the SME scale it’s all about connection,
collaboration, running an efficient operation and
community. Ninety-seven percent of businesses
in NZ can be qualified as small to medium sized
enterprises (under 20 employees)5. This coupled
with New Zealand’s flourishing start-up sector,
means landlords and property owners are having
to think differently about how they attract and
retain tenants in this changing environment as
well as continuing to get the most value out of
their properties.
PMG is looking at various opportunities currently
to work with existing tenants, local councils, and
co-working operators to ensure its assets are not
only fit for purpose in this new way of working,
but also extract maximum value out of client’s
investments.

Heidi Renata
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Daniel Lem
Director & Head of Investment, PMG

Are we entering

the Jetsons era?
Daniel Lem, Director & Head of Investment of PMG, shares
his predictions on what the key drivers of commercial
property might be in the near and medium future. Some
seem radical – but when you think about it, some are
actually in play as you read this.

W

e’re now well into the 4th industrial revolution1 which is defined as
the combination and integration of the digital world with the physical
world. Every industry is being impacted by this change and the real
estate industry is certainly not immune.

Robotics, artificial intelligence and automation are not just changing
the physical requirements for commercial property, but location as well. Amazon has
over 45,000 robots in their warehouses across the USA2 and is using drones for package
delivery in many areas. Robots are reducing the need for employees focussed on repetitive
tasks, whilst self-driving transport reduces the risk and hassle of commute and freight.
With automation and easier access, the likelihood of larger, possibly even multiple level,
distribution centres in remote locations on the outskirts of cities where land is cheaper,
is highly likely. With improved logistics, we can foresee goods beings shipped directly to
smaller distribution warehouses in regional locations, also on cheaper land.
With a lower requirement for holding surplus stock, smaller warehouses in outer suburbs
and regional locations are more likely to sprout up servicing the ‘click, print, and deliver’
consumer market.
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-commerce has been disrupting the retail industry
for many years now. Approximately 43% of all
online sales in the US are through Amazon3. With
Amazon’s 2.4 hectare warehouse in Melbourne, it
really is just a matter of time until we see online
sales in NZ get closer to this level. Retail tenancies
are likely to become smaller and will continually transform and
be reinvented to ensure ongoing relevance for retailers, who
increasingly will need to focus on the consumer experience and
technology to remain viable.
In addition to the changing requirements of warehousing,
property construction is also starting to change, thanks to
technology. The onset of 3D printing is becoming more and
more mainstream. In 2015, the first apartment building (of five
levels) in Suzhou Industrial Park, China was recently constructed
wholly by 3D printing4.

Uber have a target to have
a fully autonomous selfdrive fleet by 2030⁵ , just
12 years away.
What’s to become of the inner city carparking building, when
cars don’t need to park in town any longer?
Office density rates are increasing as occupiers better utilise
space through design and amenity and the rise of the coworking spaces. Across New Zealand we used to have office
density rates of 18-20 sqm per person. This is now 14-15 sqm
per person. The recently constructed Trustpower building in

Durham Street, Tauranga has an office density rate of 13.7
sqm per person, achieved through more efficient space
planning and hot-desking. Owners of office buildings should
consider the likelihood of existing tenants wanting to
maximise the efficiency of their existing space.
Businesses are becoming more and more conscious of
the design and amenity that their office spaces provide.
In 2018, Millennials (those born between the early 1980s
and 1990s) will become the largest age bracket in the
workforce, and by 2025 they will become three quarters of
the global workforce. We know Millennials have different
ideas about the ways they like to work, including more
flexibility, less contractual commitments, hot-desking,
mobility, and placing more emphasis on culture and
working for organisations with a social conscience. What
does this mean for employers, office space, and property
management services?
There are now over 40 co-working offerings in the New
Zealand market. With a growing number of innovative
businesses being established across the country, leveraging
expertise and energy through collaborative working
environments is becoming more and more important.
As innovation precincts sprout up around the country
offering flexible leasing options, office landlords will need
to reconsider existing business models and provide greater
flexibility of tenure for tenants. This is likely to contrast
with the traditional desire for long lease terms for surety of
income, for both owners and their funders.
The movement to Green-rated buildings isn’t just a fad
anymore. We are entering a social capitalist era where
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business owners, large and small, are becoming more aware
of their environmental footprints. This is not just because
their customers and staff are saying ‘we need this’. More and
more businesses now realise it makes good business sense
in terms of more efficient use of real estate, low carbon
footprints, lower occupancy costs, and ultimately improved
bottom lines.

From an investment perspective, in 2016 investors invested
$78.7bn in ‘responsible investments’. A 28% rise from 2015 .
How and what will property investors want to invest in, in the
future?
The next 10 years will bring some extraordinarily interesting
and challenging times for New Zealand as a nation and for many
business sectors, including real estate. Advances in technology,
new innovations and global players such as Amazon coming into
the market will mean many sectors and businesses will need to
change the way they do business. Some say that the property
sector has, to date, seen a low level of impact by technology and
digital disruption and while, to an extent, this might be true, at
Property Managers Group we have been planning for it for some
time. We’ve asked ourselves the above questions and what it
means for our business and investors and we are developing
clear strategies to address the challenges and changes in each
real estate sector, so our investors don’t have to.

Today, our strategy remains to deliver long
term sustainability and value for our investors
through proactive management and portfolio
diversification. Tomorrow, you can be sure that
PMG is already working towards ensuring it
and its investors’ successes continue well beyond
these changes in technology and throughout the
4th industrial revolution.

1 According to Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum (Whillans Report, October 2017).
² https://www.businessinsider.com.au/amazons-robot-army-has-grown-by-50-2017-1?r=UK&IR=T
³ http://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-accounts-for-43-of-us-online-retail-sales-2017-2/?r=AU&IR=T
⁴ https://www.cnet.com/news/worlds-first-3d-printed-apartment-building-constructed-in-china/
⁵ http://mobilitylab.org/2015/08/18/ubers-plan-for-self-driving-cars-bigger-than-its-taxi-disruption/
⁶ http://www.catalyst.org/knowledge/generations-demographic-trends-population-and-workforce.
⁷ https://responsibleinvestment.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/RIA413_Benchmark_Report_A4_NZ_v5.pdf
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It’s not

the end
of the world

James Paterson,
Head of Wealth, PIE Funds

E

PMG’s Head of Sales & Investment, Matt McHardy spoke with
James Paterson, Head of Wealth for PIE Funds, about what the
year ahead may hold for investors, and strategies for maintaining
good returns in the face of uncertain times.

ver since the world economy
narrowly avoided collapse
amidst the Global Financial
Crisis of 2008, the question on
every investor’s mind has been,
“Could this happen again?”
Doomsayers point to the 10-year cycles of
boom and bust that have occurred over the
last century. Others point to Brexit or Trump
and wring their hands, convinced the next
major market correction is just around the
corner.
While there’s no doubt that we live in
interesting times, for James Paterson – Head
of Wealth for Kiwi investment management
firm PIE Funds – these are also times of great
opportunity.
“Over the past five years, investors
have become accustomed to a genuine
lack of volatility in the market. Investment
experiences have been largely positive, and
returns have been consistently strong,” says
James.
“And yet, in more recent times we
have seen the return of volatility – for a
wide variety of reasons – and with that, an
emerging trepidation about the future.”
In such moments, James says, it’s
important to remember that volatility is
simply part and parcel of the business of
investing, and that staying focused – and
educated – is the key to seeing through
difficult times.
“At PIE Funds, risk management has been
a top priority over the past 12 months, along

Matt McHardy,
Head of Business Development
& Investor Relations, PMG

with a focus on investments with longer-term
returns,” he says.
“We have been encouraging customers to
think more about their investment portfolios,
and looking for companies with good
performance and low debt.

“Through it all, our key
message to clients in the
face of uncertainty and
unsettled markets has been
to revisit their portfolios
and ensure they are
diversified.”
James acknowledges that a small, boutique
firm like PIE Funds has the advantage of being
agile, so can ride out waves of volatility with
confidence.
“Fundamentally, we are comfortable
with the economic outlook of the next six
to 12 months. While we are not expecting
a cataclysmic market correction, we are
anticipating that returns will be more modest,
as some markets continue to bounce around,”
he says.
And yet, the nagging ‘What if?’ question
persists. ‘What if there is another global
downturn?’
“It’s fair to say that if there was a pull-back
PMG THINKBOOK
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on the international economy, New Zealand
would not be immune from the flow-on effects
of that,” says James.
“Like it or not, we are part of the global
market, so there generally wouldn’t be places
to hide from such a crash, no matter how well
we coped with it last time.”
However, James reiterates the fact that
New Zealand markets have shown resilience,
and in many cases demonstrated consistent
outstanding performance, in spite of the woes
of a decade ago.
“I think people are being realistic,
understanding that things will be somewhat
subdued going forward; but that’s not
something to fear, or shy away from.”
He emphasises once again the simple
lessons to be learned from past experiences:
review and rebalance your portfolio to ensure it
balances with your individual stage of life. Also,
don’t focus too much on one sector – such as
property or technology – but keep in mind the
all-important strategy of diversification.
Finally, James says, don’t be afraid to ask for
advice, as there is inherent value in a trusted
relationship with someone who can travel with
you on your investment journey.
“Remember, it’s OK to ask for help! Talking
to someone with expertise and educating
yourself about how your portfolio works will
assist the decisions you make about where your
investments go.”
“We are not afraid of volatility. We see it as
an opportunity,” says James.
No matter what the future might bring,
that’s advice worth heeding.

Populist politics

- the backlash of unfettered globalisation
As we head through the early part of 2018,
there are some very important trends
emerging and playing out. I will address
these and, please, bear with me on some of
them as I believe they will be affecting our
lives for some years to come.
The USA got off to a good start, and
despite the return of a bit more volatility
as shown by the recent correction, most
forecasters are predicting a good year, but
not a stellar one. There is a good deal of
exuberance in the US stock market and
many commentators are expecting earnings
to grow.
The World Bank is predicting global growth
of 3.1%*, again, not spectacular but
something we need to get used to in a
global environment of low inflation.
There are housing bubbles in Canada,
Australia and China, although the latter
appears to be stalling at present. Property
bubbles are always a cause for concern
as they always involve leverage and, as
2007-2009 showed only too clearly, once
people are unable to service the debt, the
dominoes start to tumble.
For me, the biggest threat to stability and
progress around the world is the spectacular
rise in populist politics.
A lot of this is a backlash against decades
of globalisation as evidenced by the rise
in Protectionist Policies. Ironically, this is
happening at a time when the US is stepping
back from its traditional role of global leader
and guarantor of what is being called the
Pax Americana.
Since the end of WWII, the world has had
the US enforcing the spirit of free trade,
but I suspect those days are gone. The
benefits of Globalisation have not been
evenly distributed and we are now seeing
the backlash.
Globalisation has, since the 1970s, seen the
transfer of millions of jobs from the US to
emerging countries and that has changed
the relative value of capital and labour the
world over. One of my favourite historians,
Niall Ferguson, has said that around 40
million Americans lost their jobs in the GFC
(Global Financial Crisis) and the backlash is
starting to be felt.
The same story is playing out in Europe

where populism is on the rise as a backlash
against the EU, who have completely
ignored the massive concern shown by
many member states over both the EUs
mismanagement of the financial crisis, and
its apparent failure to stop over a million
people entering its member states in an
uncontrolled fashion.
As examples:
•

Austria has elected a 31 year old antiimmigration candidate as Chancellor.

•

Italy’s Populist Five Star movement are
leading in the polls for the March 4
election.

•

German Chancellor Angela Merkel won
the election but, four months later,
hasn’t been able to form a government
because of the strong showing by the
populist Alternative for Germany party.

Ferguson believes it is the beginning of the
end for the EU and I suspect he’s right. So,
when you start to see the rise in populism
coupled with a rise in protectionism, you
can well expect disruption in the markets.

Government, with polls** showing a sharp
drop in business confidence. To be fair, this
is nothing new, as 2000 was a particularly
bad year for business following on from
the election of the Clark-led government in
1999.
What was different then was that they had
seven years of arguably the best economic
times in decades to mitigate the perceived
negativity. They will certainly not have that
this time around.
With so much uncertainty and a low
inflationary environment, it’s hard to
see any current justification for a hike in
interest rates. However, with Labour clearly
signalling their desire for higher wages,
this will feed through into the economy
and generate some inflationary pressure
possibly resulting in interest rate rises.
So, some very interesting trends to watch
out for, all of which only reinforce the need
for a defensive portfolio approach and
diversification.

Meanwhile, back in “Shortland Street”,
business has typically not reacted well
to the election of a Labour-NZ First

Denis McMahon
PMG Chairperson
* http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2018/01/09/global-economy-to-edge-up-to-3-1-percent-in-2018-but-future-potential-growth-a-concern
** http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&–=11975888
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RE-INVENTING
REAL ESTATE
for tomorrow’s tenants
PMG’s Head of Asset Management, Steve Williams,
and Brian Berry, Asset Manager Central North
Island, share how PMG has re-invented commercial
properties for tenants and investors alike.

OFFICE
When the deep retail spaces in 117 Willow Street, in
Steve Williams
Head of Asset Management
PMG

Tauranga (owned by PMG Direct Office Fund) didn’t meet

Brian Berry
Asset Manager Central North Island
PMG

the changed retail environment, PMG re-purposed the
rear space of the property, reducing the depth of the
retail tenancies.

T

“Utilising the service lane behind
the building, we reactivated it by
splitting off the back section of the
retail floor plates and created funky
co-working spaces for commercial
tenants,” says Berry.

he end users of commercial property are not who
they used to be, nor will they be the same in 10
years from now.

Over the past decade we’ve seen a reduction
in fashion and homeware-type businesses
leasing retail space as they move online , and an increase in
hospitality businesses picking up these spaces.
Significant shifts have also occurred in the office sector
where floor plates are downsizing, co-working spaces
emerging, and unique fitouts being demanded. The
Industrial sector has also seen some change from traditional
manufacturing to more warehousing, storage, and logistic
companies leasing these spaces with much more set to come
if you believe in the forecasts.

“The new commercial spaces at the rear of the
property have been leased to architects who want to
work in a collaborative working environment. This has
increased the rental income of the property as well as

Unlike many property fund managers, PMG has a dedicated
and professional in-house property management team which
continually reviews the performance of all properties in PMG
managed portfolios. Our experienced property management
team can act quickly to maximise the value of a portfolio’s
underlying assets, therefore improving the overall return for
investors. Here are some examples of where our in-house
services have reinvented commercial properties for tenants
and investors alike.

the value,” he says.

At PMG we’ve experienced these changes ‘in
the flesh’ and capitalised on them

PMG THINKBOOK
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INDUSTRIAL

RETAIL

For two years, a substantial industrial building in

In 2017 PMG managed fund, Pacific Property,

Tauranga, of 5,000m2, had been vacant and the

made its largest single acquisition, acquiring

owners’ holding costs were significant.

Kelston Shopping Centre in West Auckland.

“When they approached PMG for help, in

While anchored by some key tenants, the Centre

association with the owners, we formulated a

had high turnover of smaller tenants. Recognising

strategy that involved subdividing the property

the needs of the local area, PMG is currently

into smaller more marketable sizes which would

transitioning the Centre away from being purely

diversify the owners’ risk across multiple tenancies

retail, to providing more of a retail/community

and add value to their investment,” said Berry.

mix.

The owners were thrilled to have the property

“We are doing this by strategically re-leasing retail

fully leased within 12 months and achieving higher

units to community service providers such as a

rental rates due to the reduced tenancy sizes.

dentist, a physiotherapist and a pharmacy as well
as redeveloping part of the Centre to incorporate

“Part of our success was due to being very

a brand new, high-quality, childcare facility,” says

thoughtful about the leasing agreements with

Williams.

each individual tenant,” says Berry. “We created

“These initial changes have
already added value to the asset
and will increase foot traffic for
tenants as the local community’s
needs are more closely met.”

clauses specific to this site which anticipated any
issues that might arise, adding value and foresight
for the day-to-day management of a multitenanted mixed-use industrial site.”

Whatever tomorrow’s tenants want, we’re ready and able to deliver.
PMG THINKBOOK
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The only way is UP:
When regulation is good

Tony Brindle
Director, Body Corporate
PMG

“The body corporate sector
is becoming one of the most
interesting, growing, and
compliant elements of the
property industry.”
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I

f you’ve dared to utter the words ‘body corporate
administration’ in conversation, historically, you’ll have
seen eyes start to glaze.

This is because it’s been an outlier (or outlaw) when it
comes to regulation in the industry, most possibly due to
its small size.
However, of late the body corporate sector is becoming one
of the most interesting, growing, and compliant elements of
the property industry.
How? Over a short period of time (since early 2000s) a
number of weather-tight issues occurred in residential unit
title properties (as well as standalone homes). This initially
raised a number of issues for body corporate administrators
as well as exposing the many different types of body
corporate administrations which existed.
Many were operated by owner-occupiers, mums and dads,
rather than professional administrators like PMG. Without
the professional expertise to manage these complex issues,
many body corporate administrations failed in their duties.
Introduce the Auckland Unitary Plan and ‘densification’
as well as the Government’s much trumpeted Kiwibuild
programme and the body corporate sector started to get real
attention.
This attention has accelerated change in the sector with a
review of the Unit Tiles Act which also crosses over into the
Building Act, the Health and Safety at Work Act, and the

PMG THINKBOOK

Resource Management Act over the last 18 months.
Tony Brindle leads PMG’s Body Corporate team and has
been instrumental as Vice President of the Body Corporate
Chair Group and the Government-directed Workgroup 14,
in contributing recently to the proposed changes to the Unit
Titles Act 2010. His view is that the spotlight on the sector is
bringing truly positive results for all.
“As professional body corporate administrators, we are
hugely supportive of all the work that is being done to
ensure the highest possible standards and transparency are
met in the industry,” says Tony.
“Our role is to provide body corporates with peace of mind,
for both owners and Investors, that their asset(s) are being
managed in a cost-effective, independent, and transparent
way.”
“As participants in the Unit Titles Act review we’d really like
to see, as a bare minimum, greater transparency of body
corporate administrators through a compulsory registry,
better disclosure around how they make decisions, a strict
code of conduct for all, and a programme of continuing
education; much of which we already operate at PMG,” says
Tony.
While the sector still has some way to go on regulation and
improving standards, with the cost of house prices in our
largest centres, particularly Auckland and Tauranga, demand
for unit-titled properties, and therefore the need for trusted
administrators, it is massively on the UP.
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Creating value for people in property
Investment

Management

Body Corporate

We’re invested in
building a relationship
you can trust

We’re invested in
unlocking the value
of your property

We’re invested in
protecting the value
of your property

For 25 years we’ve been invested in
delivering long term sustainability and
value for our investors through proactive
management and portfolio diversification.

PMG’s dedicated ‘in-house’ Property
Management division is responsible for
managing over $220 million of commercial
property across New Zealand.

Our investment team has successfully
launched 29 investment offerings and four
unlisted property funds which represents
$220million of funds under management.

PMG’s hands-on personal property
management approach and strong
business acumen ensures excellent
relationships with quality tenants and
suppliers, which ultimately delivers greater
occupancy, lease terms and valuations.

PMG’s Body Corporate services provide
peace of mind to owners, investors and
developers of properties through costeffective, independent and transparent
body corporate administration services.
Our purpose is to lessen your stress levels
and heighten your investment potential.
We take professional control of your body
corporate property and build a more
stable high functioning body corporate
community.

DISCLAIMER: The content of this publication is the opinion of the contributors and is not intended as personalised financial advice. You should seek
independent financial advice from an Authorised Financial Advisor before making any investment decisions.
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